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Abstract
Students are regarded still have difficulty in writing activity. So, a teacher should be creative in teaching of writing. Media is suggested to be used and pictures are visual aids that are simple, easy to produce, and relatively cheap. The appropriate composition for writing excercise is narrative text. So, there are two research question in this study, first is “How are the picture series used to teach students of senior high school in writing narrative text?” and “How is the students’ writing of narrative text after the implementation of picture series in teaching writing of a narrative text?”. Admittedly, writing to understand for oneself easily spills over into writing to share one’s understanding with others. Dealing with writing activity the use of picture series may be motivating and interesting. Pictures have an excellent device for providing both a purpose and content for writing. A picture series provide non-verbal cues for manipulation practice. It also provides students with information to refer to, including objects, actions, events, and a relationship. When pictures are used, a meaningful context is created. While, There are two components which become the important thing in writing narrative text. Those are language features and generic structure. The writer uses descriptive qualitative design in order to obtain the information. The data of the study is the teacher’s activity and the students’ composition that are collected in form of field-notes. Then, the data are analyzed qualitatively in descriptive way. The data are obtained through three times observation during three meetings that focus in learning how to write a narrative text using picture series as media from the generic structure and language features. It is found that teacher has a different technique in using picture series as media in writing narrative text to the tenth graders of senior high school which helps the students in composing a narrative text from its generic structure and language features that can be seen from students’ composition. A Picture series is regarded as one of alternative media which help both of the teacher and the students in teaching and learning of writing of narrative text. It is hoped that further research would be done with different techniques to enrich our understanding of using Picture Series as an alternative media in writing narrative.











In Indonesia, English is taught in junior high school and senior high school, even in elementary schools. Learning English is not a new subject for the students of senior high school. Although English is not the new subject for Senior high school students, in fact they still have many difficulties in studying English. As the researcher knows, that English is not the native language of Indonesian. So, it is difficult for the students to remember all the words in English and to understand when people are speaking English
In learning English there are four language skills, they are listening, speaking, reading and writing. The students must master the four of language skills so they can use English actively and also passively. Writing as one of the language skills besides listening, speaking and reading, must be taught optimally by the teacher to the student.
Writing is categorized as productive skill (Abbott et.al, 1981: 143). It is said so because there is a process of creating something. Writing is the result of organizing in mind in to written form. It is different from reading or listening in which someone only receives information. Writing is a personal act in which a writer draws on knowledge and complex mental processes in developing new insight (O’Malley, 1996: 136). But, after those factors are controlled, it can be known that a writer has succeeded in catching much knowledge and been ready to share with readers. Therefore, writing as productive skill, takes an important role to the level of thinking and intelligence (Pramudya, 2002: 50).
From those statements above, the researcher can conclude that writing is regarded as a complicated and complex activity, because it needs the deep comprehension to the material and some sources which need to support the topic. Besides, writing is also a problem of understanding the element of how to write a good writing, the diction which is used to show the suitable meaning, the grammar which is used to indicate the time, etc. Those are the teachers’ commonly problems when they teach writing.
There are several kinds of genre texts taught in senior high school in Indonesia; they are descriptive, recount, procedure, narrative, explanation, discussion, report, exposition, etc. Narrative is genre text taught in the tenth grade students of senior high school. Narrative text is a piece of text which tells a story and in doing so entertains and informs the reader or listener. (Anderson and Anderson, 1997:1-2). 
In addition, the purpose of narrative text is to entertain the audiences and readers with real experience or imagination.(Depdiknas, 2008:35). The students will not only be amused by narratives, but they can also create a story based on their imagination. 
In some schools, the students usually write narrative text based on their imagination or experience. It will be difficult for them to visualize the sequence of events then write it down in to a good story. Besides, most of the students get difficulties in writing because they lack of ideas and the monotonous class that they have. They feel that they cannot get what the teacher’s mean because the way of the teacher’s teaching is boring and not fun. As result, the objective learning cannot be accomplished.
Based on those problems above, the teacher must find out an interesting method or visual aid to teach writing, so they will be interested in writing class.
Basically the teacher can use all kinds of visual aids but they must pay attention to how the importance of the visual aid for the teaching learning process is, how the effectiveness of using the visual aids is, and many more questions, related to visual aids. Any kinds of visual aid that teacher uses must make the students comfortable with the material or the class so they can easily understand the lesson.
There are two components which become the important thing in composing narrative text. Those are language features and generic structure. Generic structure is one of the important things in composing a narrative text, the generic structure of narrative text has three parts of the most common way; they are orientation (Can be a picture or opening chapter), complication, and resolution Derewianka (1990: 32). Besides, in terms of language features, as stated by (Agustien, 2004: 42).  Language feature is consequence of the communicative purpose of a text which involves linguistic components. The components of the language features are follows: focus on specific participants, use of adjectives to build noun groups to describe the people, animals or things in the story, the use of time connectives to make the story chronological, the use of past tense, the use of relational and mental process, and the use of temporal conjunction and circumstances. So, by using picture series, it is believed that students will easily produce a narrative text based on the generic structure and language features.
The aims of this study are to describe the implementation of picture series as media in teaching writing narrative texts of the tenth graders of senior high school and to describe the students’ writing of narrative text the implementation of picture series as media in teaching writing narrative texts of the tenth graders of senior high school.
Writing is one of the skills as same as three other skills, they are reading, speaking ad listening. All of those skills should be mastered by the students, but writing becomes more complex than the other skill, because it needs the combination between comprehension the material, grammar, diction, etc. As white and Arndt in Nunan (1999:273), states that writing is a complex cognitive process that requires sustained intellectual effort over a considerable period of time. Thus, the writer should be able to organize ideas, words and sentences clearly to make the writing easy to be understood by the readers.  So, the researcher will deal with the use of picture series to teach writing narrative text from its generic structure and language features. According to Berth C Bach and Gordon Browning (1988:60) narrative is a continuous account of an event or a series of events. It is line with Bernard Percy’s opinion that narrative is a type of essay that tells a story or a series of events in which they occur. Its purpose is to give meaning to an event or a series of events by telling story (1981:56). There are two important components in narrative text, they are generic structure and language features (Agustien, 2004:42). 
Marie Esternova (1981:5) stated that the use of picture series has some advantages. First, it is concrete. It is more realistic so that it describes one point directly than verbal way. Second, it covers space and time. Not every object can be borrowed in a classroom. 
As the concept of  the use picture series as media in teaching writing narrative which was explained before, accordingly the researcher create some steps in teaching writing narrative text such as the followings : Firsltly, the teacher asks the students to comprehend the picture series and interpret the picture series, next the teacher gave explanation about the picture series related to composing narrative text from its the generic structure and language features. the teacher explains the points leading to events in the picture series. It is aimed in order that the students get some ideas related to the generic structure.Such as where the story happened and when the action happened, problem arised and describe how is the end of the story in the picture. Afterwards, the teacher explains the use of language features in writing narrative text based on the picture series. Such as, the story character in the picure, setting, the use of action verbs (past tense) as well as linking verbs shown by the picture series, participant and times connector or cunjunction in the picture series in order that the students are easier to some ideas. At last, the teacher asks the students to compose narrative in to a good paragraph based on the generic structures and language features of narrative text from the picture series.

RESEARCH DESIGN
This study is aimed to find out the answer of the research questions and the objectives mentioned in the first chapter, a research on the teaching writing narrative text from its generic structures and linguistics features using picture series used by the English teacher in Senior High School. The researcher decides to use a descriptive qualitative as the research design. “Descriptive research studies are designed to obtain information concerning the current status of phenomena” (Ary et al.1985:322).
The subject of the study is devided into two, collateral with the research question. From the first research question which represents the interaction of teacher in using picture series to compose a narrative text from its generic structure and language features, the subjects of study are the teacher and the tenth graders students of SMAN 1 Tanjunganom Nganjuk. Based on the standard competency, narrative text was given in this grade. 
The data of the study is deal with the teacher’s activity and students’composition using picture series as media in writing narrative text from its generic structure and language features. The data in this research are collected through the result of observation class and students’compostion. The writer would observe the teacher’s activity that is collected through the observation that would answer the first research question.
The data are collected in a form of field-notes. The technique used in collecting the data in this research is observation. In this case, researcher considers that non-participant observation is the effective one to conduct the research. It means the researcher is present in the classroom but she does not participate directly and not influencing the teaching learning process.
In order to collect the data from the teacher and the students, the researcher writes everything happens during the teaching learning process in a form of long notes.
While the data from the students’ composition would be obtained from the students’ writing works. The data collected through observation of students’ composition that are collected at the end of teaching learning process. Researcher observes students’composition whether or not have already fulfilled each of the generic structures and language features of narrative text.
In this research, the data which are collected through classroom observation were analyzed qualitatively in descriptive way. Based on the fact and the iterpretation of the researcher and supported by the field notes analyzed descriptively. The field note that is obtained from the teaching learning process has to be classified into two types of teacher’s and students’ data. Susanto (2008:56-57) explained the method how to analyze data which is done by four steps which are Classifying Data, separating Data dan Making report.It is started by collecting all of the data from the result of the class observation in the classroom. The field-note that is obtained from the teaching learning process must be classified into two types of teacher’s and student’s data. Next, the writer analyzes each of data that is relevant with the first two research question. Then, the data that are obtained from the students’ compositions has to be analyzed from its generic structure and language features. The research is aimed to know whether or not the students are able to create a good narrative text from its generic structure and language features. At last the writer draw a conclusion that answer all the research questions mentioned above and compose a report that will be further explained in the next chapter. In relation with the second research question, teacher will analyzes the students’ writing of narrative text by using  the students’ performance score from adapted rubric of writing proficiencyfromhttp://www.centralischool.ca/bestpractice/rubrics/writing.html (​http:​/​​/​www.centralischool.ca​/​bestpractice​/​rubrics​/​writing.html​) to measure the progress of the students’writing proficiency and to support the data (Appendix IV) It will be gotten from the students’writing task. As well as It involves specifically generic structure and language features. There are four levels in each component they are; “Excellent, Very good, Average, poor in each range.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The Results of the Study
During teaching and learning process, the activities in the classroom were observed. This section focuses as on the data presentation. The data gained from the three-session class observation.

The Results of Observation
The data which were obtained through three times observation during three meetings that focus in learning how to write a narrative text using picture series as media to teach writing narrative text from the generic structure and language features.
The first observation was conducted. The English class was started at 08.30 a.m. when the teacher came into the class she greeted the students first before the activities were started. This was aimed to make the students feel comfortable and built the relationship in the teaching-learning process.
Then the teacher checked the register by asking who was absent that day. There was no student who was absenton that day.
Afterwards, the teacher introduced the researcher, and let him sit down on the back seat. And then, she started the lesson by asking the students to open the new material of narrative text in textbook. The teacher directly told the generic structure and language features of narrative text based on their textbook. The teacher asked the students to explain the generic structure and language features of narrative text.
First, teacher explained what was meant by narrative text and parts that related to the narrative itself, .e.g. generic structure and language features. Then the teacher explained kinds of grammar that can be used in narrative text that would be help them in arranging a good narrative text.
The teacher explained about the use of past tense as the most tense that should be used in writing narrative composition. She also gave some example of verbs and asked the students to guess the past form of those verbs. However, the teacher also remainded that there would be found the present tense in expressing the direct speech of a figure.
Then, the teacher explained the spesific character in a narrative composition. He gave some examples of famous character that often be found in a narrative composition such as juliet.
Afterthat, the teacher explained about the use of temporal conjunctions and temporal circumtances that were normally used in a narrative composition, the use of material (or action) processes and the last, she also explained about the use the relational and mental processes.
After she had explained the whole generic structure and language features of narrative text, she started to introduced materials and gave picture series..
Then the teacher gave the students assignment. He introduced story that pictured in a set of pictures. The story is about “BEAUTY AND BEAST”
At last, the teacher asked the students to compose narrative in to a good paragraph based on the generic structures and language features of narrative text from the picture series  in group
In the second observation, the teaching learning process is almost the same with the first observation; only in this meeting the students are given points of the picture series. It was aimed to enable the students to get ideas in writing narrative texts based on generic structure and language features.  Furthermore, the students were given the different picture and story. The pictures were about story of “THE LITTLE MERMID”.
Different from the previous meeting, in this third meeting, after having explanation, the students were asked to write narrative texts from its generic structure and language features based on the pictures series entittled “SNOW WHITE” and the students had to write it individually.
Teacher asked students to put away all their books from the desk and left only dictionary on it. Then she administrated the problem sheet that contains of a set of pictures entitled “SNOW WHITE” and a blank paper to write your narrative text from its generic structure and language features and also reminded them about using the compositions of narrative text in composing it as well as the time arrangement.
During the test, teacher only observed students’ activities and made sure that nobody were discussing. The teacher also reminded her students about the time left for the exam to make sure they could finish their text on time.
Around 09.30 most of the students already submit their sheet and exactly on 10.00 when the bell is ringing all the students have submitted their works.

The Students’ writing composition of Narrative Text Using Picture Series. 
According to the third objective of the study was to describe the students’ writing cmposition when picture series were used as media to teach writing narrative text from its generic structure and language features. It can be described from the result of the observation when the wtiter observed the students’ activity during teaching learning process was going on. Besides that the teacher also evaluated writing ability of dtudents during the teaching learning process when the observation was held on. The teacher used rubric of writing narrative text for the instrument of the evaluation, for each criterion; they were excellent, very good, average and poor.
What was meant by excellent is a level that is devided into some criteria; the orientation should be obtained of the characters, situation, time and place of the story, the complication should be contained of series of events, problems/conflict and climax, and the resolution should be sorted out the complication, solved inlogical sequence and comprehensible. Meanwhile, the linguistic features of the writing composition should be considered the using of right participant (pronoun), the excellent choice of action verbs and past tense, and the proper used of linking words.
Very good, as well as excellent, devided into same criteria; the orientation only contains of characters, time and place of the story, the complication contains of series of events, problems/conflict, and the resolution sorts out the complication and comprehensible. The accuracy of the using of participant (pronoun), the action verbs and past tense, and the using of linking words are lower than the excellent level.
On the other hand, Average level is simpler than the previous levels; the orientation of the writing composition contains characters and place of the story, the complication only contain series of event, and the resolution of the story is complicated and unclear. The lack of the accuracy of the using of participant, the action verbs and past tense, and the using of linking words.
Moreover, poor level is the lowest one among others; where the orientation only contains the character of the story, the complication contains disorder events, end even there is no resolution at all. The lowest appropriate used of the participant, action verbs and past tense, and the lowest used of linking verb will be indicating as poor level.

The result of Students’ writing
Students of group A
In the first meeting, students were asked to write narrative text from its generic structures and linguistics features based on the picture series entitled “Beauty and the Beast” The writing composition was categorized into excellent criteria, because it consisted of generic structures and linguistics features. The orientation was contained characters, time and place of the story. The complication was contained of events, problems/conflict and climax. The resolution was sorted out the complication and comprehensible. It also used participants correctly, action verbs and simple past tense almost correctly. But linking words were not used accurately.It can be seen from the scores which indicate only little that got excellent criteria. There were 8 students from 2 groups got EXCELENT in value. 

Students of group B 
The writing composition was categorized into very good criteria, because it consisted of excellent generic structures and language features. On the part of the orientation, the use of tmporal conjunctions and circumtances were normally used in the narrative composition.this showed that the mean characters of the story was explained directly. The orientation was contained characters and place of the story only. The complication was contained series of events, problems/conflict and climax. The resolution was sorted out the complication and comprehensible. It also used participants correctly, even thought, the improper use of action verbs and simple past tense were the most thing that mostly can be found in the composition. Moreover, the linking words were not used accurately in this narrative writing. It can be seen from the scores which indicate some of the groups got very good criteria.

Students of group C
The writing composition above was categorized into average criteria, because it consisted of average generic structures and linguistics features. The orientation was only obtained character of the story. the complication was contained series of events, problems/conflict and climax. Even, there was no resolution at all. But it used participants almost correctly, action verbs and simple past tense a bit unclear, and linking words were not used accurately. Most of the students got the avearge criteria, 
In the first observation, there was no student who is categorized as poor criteria.
On the second meeting, students were asked to make their own narraitive text from its generic structures and linguistics features based on a series of pictures. Based on the analysis on the second writing, with the title “LITTLE MERMAID”, It can be concluded that there many students who were still confused of the simple past tense, verb, and linking words.

The students of group D
The writing composition the students of group D was categorized into excellent criteria, because it consisted of generic structures and linguistics features. The orientation was contained characters, time and place of the story. The complication was contained of events, problems/conflict and climax. The resolution was sorted out the complication and comprehensible. It also used participants correctly, action verbs and simple past tense almost correctly. But linking words were not used accurately.

The students of group E
The writing composition of the students of group E was categorized into very good criteria, because it consisted of excellent generic structures and language features.The orientation was contained characters and place of the story only. The complication was contained series of events, problems/conflict.The resolution was sorted out the complication and comprehensible. It also used participants correctly, however, the improper use of action verbs and simple past tense still can be found in the composition. In addition, the linking words were not used correctly  in this narrative writing composition. It can be seen from the scores which indicate some of the groups got very good criteria.


Students of group F 
The writing composition of the students of group F was categorized into average criteria, because it consisted of average generic structures and linguistics features. The orientation was contained the time, the place and the characters, meanwhile the complication was contained series of events, problems/conflict and climax. Even, there was no resolution at all. But it used participants almost correctly, action verbs and simple past tense a bit unclear, and often mixed with the present tensein some parts, and  linking words were not used accurately. Most of the students got the avearge criteria
.
Students of group G
The writing composition Students of group F was categorized into poor criteria, because it consisted of average generic structures and linguistics features. the orientation only contains the character of the story, the complication contains disorder events, end even there is no resolution at all. The lowest appropriate used of the participant, action verbs and past tense, and the lowest used of linking verb. There were 12 students got the poor criteria.
The third meeting was held to determine wether students of X-A of SMA Negeri 1 Tanjunganom can compose a good narrative text based on the generic structures and linguistics features by composing the sentences by the help of picture series individually.

Students H
The writing composition of Student H was categorized into excellent criteria, because it consisted of generic structures and linguistics features. The orientation was contained characters, time and place of the story. The complication was contained of events, problems/conflict and climax. The resolution was sorted out the complication and comprehensible. It also used participants correctly, action verbs and simple past tense almost correctly. But linking words were not used accurately.It can be seen from the scores (appendix X) which indicate some that got excellent criteria. As the same, There were some students who got EXCELENT in value.

Student I
The writing composition of Student I was categorized into very good criteria, because it consisted of very good generic structures and language features.The orientation was contained characters and place of the story only. The complication was contained series of events, problems/conflict. On the other hand, the resolution of the story is complicated and unclear. It also used participants correctly, however, the improper use of action verbs and simple past tense still can be found in the composition. In addition, the linking words were used less accurately in this narrative writing composition. 
In the last observation, it was found that most of the students got VERY GOOD criteria. It can be seen from the scores which indicate most of the students got very good criteria. There were most of the students who got very good in value.

Student J
The writing composition of Student J was categorized into average criteria, because it consisted of average generic structures and linguistics features. The orientation was contained the time, the place and the characters, meanwhile the complication was contained series of events, problems/conflict and climax. Even, there was no resolution at all. But it used participants almost correctly, action verbs and simple past tense a bit unclear, and often mixed with the present tensein some parts, and  linking words were not used accurately. There was little student got the avearge criteria.

Student K
The writing composition of Student J was categorized into poor criteria, because the orientation only contains the character of the story, the complication contains disorder events, end even there is no resolution at all. The lowest appropriate used of the participant, action verbs and past tense, and the lowest used of linking verb. The students who got the poor criteria decreased then the previous.There was a few  students got the poor criteria.

Discussion of the Results
The use of picture series to teach the tenth graders of senior high school in writing narrative text
From the first up to third meeting the teacher alway greeted the students friendly. He also had prepared the equipments before the class began. He explained the goal of the lesson starting the lesson. It could make the students understand about the topic which will be learned. The teacher also gave clearly so the students could be involved in the learning process and they knew what they should do during the learning process.
Based on the three observations, it can be seen that picture series can be used in teaching writing of narrative text to the tenth graders. According to Berth C Bach and Gordon Browning (1988:60) narrative is a continuous account of an event or a series of events. It is line with Bernard Percy’s opinion that narrative is a type of essay that tells a story or a series of events in which they occur. Its purpose is to give meaning to an event or a series of events by telling story (1981:56). Because of that, the teacher tried to find pictures which were appropriate for a narrative text. Picture series is like other teaching materials need to be selected in line with the students’ need. There are some criteria that should be considered by the teacher for the effective use of picture. However, there are some considerations in selecting pictures in a classroom (Sriana, 2001:16). They are:
1.	Picture series should be good, clear, big, attractive, and easily understood.
2.	Picture series should be authentic. It means that the real situation.
3.	Picture series must be simple. Too many detail on a picture make the students confused and lastly.
4.	Picture series should be colorful in order to make them more realistic and attract the students’ attention.
From the first research question teacher’s activity is the data to answer the question and from the result above, it is found that teacher had a different technique in using picture series as a media in writing narrative text from it generic structure and linguistics features to the tenth graders of SMA Negeri 1 Tanjunganom.
For the first he used the picture series entitled “ BEAUTY AND BEAST ” to teach writing narrative in terms of generic structures and linguistics features the students were asked to work in group. As well as, in the second meeting he used the picture series entitled “ LITTLE MERMAID ” and for the last meeting the teacher used the picture series entitled “ SNOW WHITE ” but the students were asked to compose narrative text individually.
As the writer saw from the first up to the third meeting of the observation, the students were very interested and enjoyed the teaching learning process. They became more motivated to follow the lesson. It is consistent with the statements of (wright,1998: 38). Dealing with writing activity, the use of pictures may be motivating and interesting. Picture series have an excellent device for providing both a purpose and content for writing. A picture or series of pictures provide non-verbal cues for manipulation practice. It also provides students with information to refer to, including objects, actions, events, and a relationship. When pictures are used, a meaningful context is created. Because of those broad functions, picture series are used for writing activity.
 And the implementation of the use of picture series as the media in teaching learning process itself was understandable and going well. The teacher always told the goal of the lesson before, encouraged the students to tell their opinion when discussing narrative text and introduced the pictures. The students were attentive and involved in the learning process. Both the teacher and the students had built a good interaction during the teaching learning process by using picture series.

The students’writing of Narrative text using picture series. 
From the score of the students who were taught by using picture series as media, it is showed that the students’ writing composition was improving in every meeting. The students who were still weak in improving the idea to write a narrative composition before could have better improvement. This in line with theories of pictures as stated by (Sriana, 2001: 9). Pictures provide people with critical contacts with the real world and a great deal of information at glance. Pictures are able to say much more than thousand words. For most students, contact with the real world beyond their doorstep is made through pictures. Showing pictures is one way to reinforce impression, to offer new facts, or to form a base on which to develop to meanings of abstractions. Whatever the type or source, pictures constitute a large portion of the various experiences by which people that know the world. As students use picture series, as they learn many abstract ideas. In this case, teachers have a great responsibility in helping students achieve this verbal visual literacy. Here the use of picture series gave good effects for the students’ ability to produce the narrative composition.The teacher sucessfully reinfoced the material through the picture series and leading the discussion so the students could be more active in the learning process.
In the first meeting, it was found that there many students  who were still confused of the simple past tense, verb, linking words and had difficulty in indicating orientation, complication and resolution it was proved with scores that there is only a little that got excellent criteria. Some got very good criteria. As well as It was also proved with the scores that most of the students got average but no srudent was categorized as poor criteria.
On the second meeting, students were asked to make their own narraitive text from its generic structures and linguistics features based on a series of pictures. In this case, it was found that there many students who were still confused of the simple past tense, verb, linking words and had difficulty in indicating orientation, complication and resolution it was found that there some students who got excellent and very good criteria. And It was also proved with the scores that most of the students got average and poor criteria.	




Picture series as stated on this research, was one of alternative media in teaching and learning of writing. From the frst research question, it is believed that teacher could use picture series as media in teaching of writing narrative text with many techniques that helps students to be able to write a good narrative text. Teacher also could explain the generic structure and language features of narrative text easily from the picture series. The use of picture series also replaces many words which have to be learned during the teaching learning process. Through picture series students can understand the generic structure and language features of narrative text implicitly.
After obtaining and analyzing the result, picture series would help student compose a good narrative text based on its generic structures. It showed to through the students’ composition of narrative text using pictures series in terms of generic structure and language features which answer the second research question. Based on the definition and function of picture series dealing with writing activity, so picture series would help the students compose a good narrative text based on its generic structures and language features which deals with the two components of narrative text. 

Suggestion
The study may have important pedagogical implication it is found that using picture series has resulted in helping students ability of writing narrative text especially on its generic structure and language feature on the tenth graders of SMA Negeri 1 Tanjung Anom.
Picture series has motivated the students to make their composition in narrative text well. For this reason, using picture series in teaching narrative text may be deserved by the teacher in the future for their quality and development. Here, a teacher should put the priority in which picture series can be developed in specific need of teaching and learning narrative text. And it can be used in different techniques. 
Finally, further research is needed in the same field of study. In the different grade levels of education and areas with various type of students also with different technique both enrich our understanding of using picture series as an alternative in narrative writing and how it can be applied by both teacher and students in the process of teaching and learning writing since a teacher should facilitate the students with various teaching media and students should do more writing by using an alternative media to ease their work as well.
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